ABSTRACT. The fourth-order boundary value problem -+ f (x)u e (x), 0 < x < n; u "(0) u "(t) u ""(0) u ""() 0; where f (x) < 0 for 0 x t, describe the unstable static equilibrium of an elastic beam which is supported by sliding clamps at both ends. This paper concerns the nonlinear d4u analogue of this boundary value problem, namely, --
INTRODUCTION
The static deformations of an elastic beam supported by sliding clamps at both ends are described by the following fourth-order two-point boundary value problem: d4u dx 4 + f (x)u e (x 0<x</l:, (1.1) u "(0) u "() u ""(0) u ""(n) 0.
The static equilibrium of the elastic beam described by the boundary value problem (1.1) is said to be unstable if f(x) < O, for 0 < x < . This instability iscaused by the fact that the term f (x)u may interact with the eigenvalues, , n 4, (n 0,1,2 ), for the linear eigenvalue problem d4u dx 4 =ku, O<x<t, (1.2) u'(0) u'(n) u'"(0) u"'0t) 0, when f (x) < O, O < x < .
The purpose of this paper is to study the following nonlinear analogue of the boundary value problem (1.1): 698 C.P. GUPTA d4u +g(x,u)=e(x), 0<x<r, (1.3) u'(0) u'(n) u'"(0) u"'(n) 0, where the nonlinear function g (x,u) is such that for some p > 0, g(x,u)u > 0 for x [0,r], u R with u > p. More precisely, the purpose of this paper is to give non-resonance and resonance asymptotic conditions at infinity on g (x,u)u -1 at the first two eigenvalues k 0 and , of the linear eigenvalue problem (1.2).
The methods and results of this paper are motivated by the papers of Gupta and Mawhin (Ill) and Mawhin ([2] ) (see also [3] , [4] ) for the second order boundary value problem d2u dx z + g (x,u) e (x) 0<x<2r, u (0) u (2) u'(0) u'(2n) 0.
We present in Section 2 some lemmas giving a priori inequalities that are needed to apply degreetheoretic arguments to obtain existence of solutions for the problem (1.3). In Section 3, nonresonance conditions for the existence of solutions of (1.3) 
Note that'(x,u)u satisfies Caratheodory's conditions and, from (3. 
to which we apply coincidence degree theory [6, 7] in a manner similar to the method used in Theorem of [3] . 
. Now, in order to apply Theorem IV.5 of [7] (see also [8] , [9] ), it suffices to show that the set of possible solutions of the family of equations PROOF. The existence of a solution for (3.7) is immediate from Theorem since g (x,u) F(x)u obviously satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1.
Let u (x), u 2 (x) be two solutions of (3.5). Setting v (x) u (x) u 2 (x), we get that It is easy to see from u (x) u (x) + fu "(s)ds that
Il _< max(R,-r) + IfflH.
(4.14)
The inequalities (4.12) and (4.14) now imply that
so there exists a constant p, independent of k (0,1) such that fflH < p. This example points out the necessity of some conditions on F in Theorem 4.
